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While open-source software has become ubiquitous, its sustainability is in question: without a constant supply
of contributor e�ort, open-source projects are at risk. While prior work has extensively studied the motivations
of open-source contributors in general, relatively little is known about how people choose which project
to contribute to, beyond personal interest. This question is especially relevant in transparent social coding
environments like G��H��, where visible cues on personal pro�le and repository pages, known as signals, are
known to impact impression formation and decision making. In this paper, we report on a mixed-methods
empirical study of the signals that in�uence the contributors’ decision to join a G��H�� project. We �rst
interviewed 15 G��H�� contributors about their project evaluation processes and identi�ed the important
signals they used, including the structure of the README and the amount of recent activity. Then, we
proceeded quantitatively to test out the impact of each signal based on the data of 9,977 G��H�� projects.
We reveal that many important pieces of information lack easily observable signals, and that some signals
may be both attractive and unattractive. Our �ndings have direct implications for open-source maintainers
and the design of social coding environments, e.g., features to be added to facilitate better project searching
experience.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Open-source software infrastructure is ubiquitous, powering applications in virtually every do-
main [23]. Yet, despite their importance, many open-source projects lack appropriate levels of
contributor e�ort and are thus at risk of being undermaintained [14, 23, 78]. In projects with
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Fig. 1. Overview of our study design.

only one or two core contributors, of which there are many [4], lack of time or interest of the
main contributors poses serious sustainability risks [14, 40, 61]. Recruiting new contributors can,
therefore, help ensure the sustainability of open-source projects.

Many researchers have studied why skilled workers contribute to open-source. Prior work found
that starting to contribute to, and remaining engaged with open-source is in�uenced by a mixture of
intrinsic and extrinsic factors [48], among which identifying with the community, feeling obligated
to contribute back, learning opportunities, personal needs, and signaling one’s skills to potential
employers are all important [36, 39, 49, 52].

What is less known, however, is how people decide to contribute to particular projects based on
partial information about the projects. This question is especially relevant today because, compared
to their predecessors, social coding platforms likeG��H��, B��������, andG��L�� o�er a high level
of transparency, achieved by displaying a multitude of visible cues (or signals [21]) on individual
and project public pro�le pages [18, 59]. For example, on G��H��—the most popular open-source
hosting platform—there are signals of individual popularity, such as a user’s number of followers,
and signals of project activity, e.g., the number of contributors and issues, among many others. As
prior studies show, this high level of transparency enables people to make rich inferences about
each other’s technical expertise and level of commitment [18, 59]. Similarly, to inform their decision
whether to join a project, in many cases potential contributors must rely on partial information
derived from signals available online. It is therefore important to study how people infer the
characteristics and qualities of an open-source project based on the cues they can observe, and how
these signals in�uence their decision to contribute to the project.
In this paper, we build on the literature on transparency in social coding environments to

empirically explore a new question: How do people use signals, if at all, when choosing an
open-source G��H�� project to contribute to?
Our study uses a mixed-methods design (Figure 1). We start qualitatively by interviewing 15

G��H�� users, sampled to represent a diversity of experience contributing to open-source, gender,
and geographic, cultural, and technical background. From these interviews, we identify which
signals are perceived as most in�uential when evaluating open-sourceG��H�� projects for potential
contribution. Then, we proceed quantitatively by mining trace data from 9,977 open-source G��H��
projects (strati�ed by number of stars) and testing hypotheses, using multiple regression modeling,
about the impact of the di�erent signals on attracting new project contributors.

Our results reveal several key signals used to inform the decision whether or not to contribute to
a G��H�� project: i) a README �le with thorough contents and clear structure, describing what the
project does, how to get started using it, what a new contributor could work on, and what guidelines
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they should follow; ii) the availability of sca�olding, such as issue and pull request templates, or
issue labels; iii) how actively maintained the project is, along multiple dimensions, such as the
number of contributors and the recency of commits; iv) the friendliness of the maintainers in issue
and pull request discussions; and v) project popularity. Moreover, we �nd that some signals can be
considered both attractive and unattractive by di�erent users. For example, from the interviews, we
found that, while typically positive, the presence of detailed contributing guidelines is also seen by
some contributors as “o�-putting”, as it can set a higher bar to participation and impose too much
process overhead. Also, some signals are important in the decision process but may be unclear
to �rst-time G��H�� contributors. For example, our model shows that politeness is an important
signal for arbitrary new contributors but not for �rst-time G��H�� contributors.
Our results have direct implications for multiple stakeholders. First, we provide open-source

project maintainers with actionable insights that can help make their projects more attractive to
external contributors. Second, we uncover several cues that potential contributors look for in a
project, such as the responsiveness of the project maintainers and the friendliness of the community
discussions, that are currently not readily observable in the G��H�� UI; our participants browsed
throughmultiple pull request and issue threads tomake qualitative inferences about these properties.
These insights can help tool builders and designers of collaboration platforms like G��H�� develop
new signals, e.g., in the form of badges [77], to make these properties more salient.

In the next sections, we frame our discussion in the context of signaling theory, consider related
research, describe our methodology, present the results of our interviews and data modeling, and
�nally discuss implications of our �ndings.

2 RELATEDWORK
The process of attracting and onboarding contributors to open-source projects has a long history of
scholarship; for an overview see, e.g., Crowston et al. [17]. The process consists of multiple stages.
Starting from an intention to contribute to open-source, one should 1 discover a relevant project,
2 �nd an opportunity to contribute, then 3 make a �rst contribution (e.g., submit an issue report
or a pull request). Then, by continuing to make contributions and 4 demonstrate commitment to
the project over time, one can 5 be recognized as a core contributor or maintainer. As turnover is
natural in open-source, eventually some contributors will 6 disengage.

2.1 Knowledge gap: How people choose which projects to contribute to
There is a rich body of literature (e.g., [27, 42, 53, 64, 65]) on what happens to open-source con-
tributors after they identify a project they intend to contribute to (stages 2 — 6 ), in terms of their
onboarding into the project core team and their long-term participation and turnover. In particular,
Steinmacher et al. [70, 71, 73] reported, in a series of studies, on how the onboarding process can
be long and demotivating for newcomers, who face various social and technical challenges when
trying to �nd a �rst task they can complete and adapt to the project’s contribution standards,
culture, and norms. The authors identi�ed 19 reasons that a new contributor’s pull request was
rejected, both social and technical, including receiving impolite answers from maintainers, the pull
requests being duplicated, not needed, or mismatched with the maintainers’ vision, lack of tests,
not following guidelines, and not receiving an answer at all; these latter barriers have also been
reported in other online collaboration contexts outside open-source, especially in Wikipedia [86].
In contrast, we focus on the earlier and relatively less studied stage in the onboarding process:

how people choose which projects to contribute to (stage 1 ). Two forces can in�uence this deci-
sion [72]: individual motivation and project attractiveness. Individual motivations are generally
well understood, and can be both intrinsic, e.g., personal need for that software or feeling obligated
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Fig. 2. A snapshot of a G��H�� project page (anonymized).

to contribute back, and extrinsic, e.g., career advancement [49]. However, what project actions and
characteristics in�uence project attractiveness to outsiders is still an open question [55].

Studying what makes projects attractive is especially important because, as opposed to individual
motivation which is typically inherent to the potential contributors, project attractiveness can
be to a larger extent controlled by the project maintainers, as we will argue in the remainder of
this paper. Therefore, increasing project attractiveness has the potential not only to reduce some
onboarding barriers, but also to improve the sustainability of open-source projects.

2.2 Signaling and transparency in online coding environments
On transparent social coding environments likeG��H��, the question of how people choose projects
is especially relevant, as a wealth of signals (visible cues indicating otherwise less readily observable
qualities [69]) about an open-source project’s history of activity and contributors is available on
the project’s homepage, e.g., the number of commits, contributors, forks, issues, pull requests,
star gazers, and watchers. In addition, G��H�� renders a project’s README.md �le as part of the
project’s homepage. This �le gives maintainers a chance to further customize their project’s signals,
either through free text, e.g., contributing guidelines and documentation on how to install the
software, or through badges [77] embedded into a project’s README; badges such as
and are customizable images that typically re�ect the status of di�erent online services
the project is using, e.g., continuous integration testing, or expressions of intent, e.g., soliciting
pull request contributions. An example of a typical G��H�� project page is shown in Figure 2.
Finally, the transparency provided by individual “pro�le pages” on G��H��, which aggregates
personal information and information about one’s history of contributions to open-source projects
on G��H��, enables inferences about the contributors’ expertise and level of commitment [58, 59],
and even makes salient their demographics [79, 80].
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Signaling theory, going back almost half a century in economics [3, 68] and biology [83] (see
Kirmani & Rao [47] for an overview), provides a framework for reasoning about how these visible
cues might impact project attractiveness in open-source. Signaling theory has also been widely
applied to social computing systems to understand how people make inferences using online pro�le
data in contexts as diverse as social networking sites [5, 21, 50], fashion [56], peer-to-peer lending
markets [16] and rentals [57], and peer production [59].

In general, signaling theory is applied in scenarios where selections are made under information
asymmetry. These decision making situations typically involve two parties, a signaler, with access
to all the information, and a receiver, who is less informed, where the former would be selected
by the latter based on the information carried by the signal. Across all such selection scenarios,
an important attribute of signals is their visibility: receivers tend to prefer signals that are easier
to observe and to interpret over those that are costlier to assess, even when the former are less
reliable [34]. Another important attribute of signals is their production cost: signals that are costlier
to produce, therefore harder to fake, are considered more reliable [66]. For example, in biology, the
peacock’s heavy tail feathers are both visible and costly to maintain, as they are a highly observable
ornament which makes the animal more vulnerable to predators. Therefore, the peacock’s tail
feathers signal the bird’s quality [83]: having survived despite this handicap, the peacock is perceived
by potential mates as more attractive and more �t [84]. In economics, a similar signal is holding a
degree from a reputable institution: the job seeker’s ability, which is otherwise less visible, is being
communicated to potential employers by the high-status degree, which required substantial e�ort
to obtain [68].
Many similar selection scenarios occur in open-source development: for example, choosing

which repositories to watch [67], which pull requests to accept [59], which developers to follow
and receive updates from [8, 51], and which ones to recruit [13, 58]. In all these scenarios, the
signals available on social coding platforms like G��H�� have been shown to play a role. Our work
contributes to the literature on signaling and transparency in online collaboration environments by
studying another important selection scenario: how do people use signals in transparent environments
like G��H�� when deciding which open-source project to contribute to. Such signals could be found,
for example, on a project’s README �le: READMEs already contain many highly visible cues, since
G��H�� renders the �le by default on a project’s pro�le page (Figure 2). Some of these cues could
be reliable signals. For example, compared to a short or uninformative README, a well-structured
and detailed README on the usage and contributing process could show that the project owners
are aware of their audience and have spent time on maintaining the project. As a result, one could
expect that the owners are more willing to provide support.

2.3 Prior empirical evidence on how people choose projects
While prior research on this particular question is scarce, there is some empirical evidence suggest-
ing how the di�erent signals visible on G��H�� might in�uence people’s decision to contribute to
a project. We note four studies in particular.

Dabbish et al. [18] reported on an interview study with 24G��H�� users of the types of inferences
that people made based on the visible signals on G��H��. While the authors did not systematically
pursue the question of project attractiveness to potential contributors, their �ndings are relevant
to our research question, as some of the signals and corresponding project qualities their study
uncovered could impact people’s decisions to contribute to a project. Speci�cally, Dabbish et al.
found that: (i) the recency of activity in a project signals project liveness and maintenance; (ii) the
amount of attention a project receives, as indicated by the number of stars and watchers, signals
artifact importance, project quality, and community support; (iii) a high number of open pull
requests signals low conscientiousness in dealing with external contributors; and (iv) the number
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of forks and watchers of a project signals audience size and potential impact of contributing—this
inference was the only one explicitly cited as a motivation to contribute.
More recently, and concurrently with our work, Fronchetti et al. [28] reported on an archival

analysis of data from 450 open-source G��H�� projects, studying which project characteristics are
related to the growth pattern in the number of new committers per project, computed over a period
of 72 weeks. The authors sampled, in decreasing order of popularity as indicated by the number
of stars, 30 projects each across the 15 most popular programming languages on G��H��. Then,
using a Random Forest classi�er to model the growth pattern in new committers, they found that
the number of stars has the highest explanatory power among all predictors considered, followed
by the time to merge pull requests, project age, and the number of programming languages used
in the project. On the other end of the spectrum, the presence of CONTRIBUTING, LICENSE,
and CODE OF CONDUCT �les, as well as the presence of issue and pull request templates, all of
which are often recommended as community best practices, were among the worst ranked factors
in their model. While these results o�er valuable insights into which signals might be used by
potential open-source contributors when choosing projects, given the choice of Random Forest
classi�er the directionality of the reported associations remains unknown. Moreover, it remains
unknown how the results would generalize beyond the relatively small sample of most popular
projects per language (the median number of stars in their dataset is 10,470); for example, the lack
of explanatory power for the di�erent community best practices such as CONTRIBUTING �les
or issue and pull request templates could simply be due to the sampling strategy, as the absolute
most popular projects are likely to all already implement these best practices. Finally, it is unclear
how the di�erent factors extracted from repositories have been selected. In contrast, we use a
mixed-methods design to �rst qualitatively uncover which signals our interviewees use and how
they make inferences using these signals, then quantitatively model, using multivariate regression,
how the project attributes made visible by these signals associate with the likelihood of attracting
new project contributors in a large sample of 9,977 projects.

We also note a study by Borges and Valente [11], who surveyed 791 developers on the meaning of
G��H�� stars, �nding that three out of four respondents consider the number of stars before using
or contributing to a G��H�� project. However, in their study design the authors do not distinguish
usage and contribution to G��H�� repositories, so it remains unclear which signals a�ect which.
Finally, as part of G��H��’s 2017 Open Source Survey [87], the authors asked respondents

to rank several factors based on importance when thinking about whether to contribute to an
open-source project: an open source license, a code of conduct, a contributing guide, a contributor’s
license agreement (CLA), active development, responsive maintainers, a welcoming community,
and widespread use. Figure 3 summarizes the survey results, which are publicly available [87]: all
factors are considered somewhat important or very important to have by at least 36% of respondents;
maintainer responsiveness ranks as topmost important (95% of respondents).

2.4 Summary
In summary, potential contributors have access to a wealth of information about open-source
projects on G��H��, which could act as signals for qualities that are important when deciding
which project to contribute to. Some of this information is highly visible on the platform by default
through built-in visible cues (e.g., a project’s number of stars). Project maintainers can choose to
make other pieces of information visible through a project’s README �le (e.g., a code quality
badge). Finally, since for open-source projects the entire history of activity is accessible publicly
(e.g., all commits, issue discussions, and pull requests, together with all the actors involved), users
on the platform are free to use many additional, less readily observable pieces of information when
making decisions and forming impressions.
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Fig. 3. Breakdown of responses (N = 3127) to the question “When thinking about whether to contribute to an
open source project, how important are the following things?” from G��H��’s 2017 Open Source Survey [87].

3 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS METHODS
To explore what signals people use when deciding which open-source projects to contribute to
on G��H�� and how the signals impacted their decisions, we �rst conducted semi-structured
interviews with 15 G��H�� users. Then, based on the interview results, we mined and analyzed
G��H�� trace data to test the signi�cance of each signal. Our mixed-methods strategy is sequential
exploratory [22], as we use the quantitative results generated in a second step to assist in the
interpretation of the qualitative interview �ndings. Here we describe the qualitative methods.

3.1 Interview Protocol
We developed a semi-structured interview protocol that could enable participants to evaluate a
project’s “attractiveness” for external contributors based on the information available on G��H��.
In short, participants were asked to evaluate �ve given open-source projects and talk aloud about
what information they were using and how that in�uenced their evaluations.

The main challenge in developing the interview protocol was separating the two forces that
can in�uence the decision to contribute to an open-source project [72]: individual motivation and
project attractiveness. We describe the iterative process through which we addressed this challenge.
Iterative design of the interview protocol. We started with two main design options and ran a
series of pilot interviews to �nalize the interview protocol: 1) asking participants about their actual
past experience contributing to di�erent projects, or about their intentions to contribute to new
projects in the near future; 2) asking participants to evaluate the open-source projects for their own
intended contribution, or for someone else.
In a �rst pilot round, we interviewed three colleagues and friends who are active on G��H��,

asking participants to recollect their past experience of �nding a new project to contribute to and
describe their choice. The interviews con�rmed the two expected shortcomings of this design:
people’s memory of the selection process was too vague and incomplete to be reliable; and people
commonly reported choosing projects because they were using them and wanted to �x bugs or
develop new features, i.e., personal motivation.
Next, to help delineate individual motivation from the e�ects of di�erent G��H�� signals on

project attractiveness, in a second pilot round with six other friends and colleagues active on
G��H�� we introduced two changes. First, we employed a think-aloud technique [24], asking
participants to look for a new project to contribute to while talking aloud about what signals they
were considering. This allowed us to follow the participants’ moment-by-moment cognitive process
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Table 1. G��H�� metrics for the five open-source projects presented to the interviewees

Project Issues Pull requests Releases Contributors Watchers Stars Forks Branches Badges

1 2 37 216 18 18 7 3 290 7
2 334 104 46 1003 7305 124,012 59,243 29 11
3 38 0 7 6 17 214 11 2 0
4 9 0 8 1 1 1 0 2 1
5 33 4 399 7 10 8 2 9 1

more precisely. Second, we changed the focus from recommendations for oneself (“would you
contribute to this project?”) to recommendations for a third party (“would you recommend Jane to
contribute to this project?”). In addition, each participant was given a pre-determined set of the same
�ve JavaScript front-end projects, chosen purposefully (Section 3.2). Speci�cally, we constructed
a scenario where participants were asked to make recommendations for a recent graduate with
a bachelor’s degree in computer science, Jane, now working for a startup as a junior front-end
engineer. No information about Jane’s interests, beyond JavaScript front-end, was given. Through
piloting, we found that the use of the Jane persona helped alleviate the e�ect of participants’
personal preference when choosing projects, allowing them to focus on the G��H�� signals.
Final version of the interview protocol. Our �nal protocol maintained the semi-structured think-
aloud format with the scenario of recommending projects for Jane. In addition, we also asked the
participants to summarize their criteria when selecting projects and to o�er suggestions for project
maintainers to improve the attractiveness of their respective projects. Finally, at the end of the
interview we collected basic demographics (gender, occupation, and open-source experience).
Limitations. We note that because of the scenario used in our interview protocol (making recom-
mendations for a relatively novice developer interested in JavaScript front-end), our results may
not generalize to other developers, e.g., experts. We also acknowledge that (1) recommendations
made for someone else can di�er from choices one would make for themselves, and (2) the pro�le
of the person onto which our interviewees made projections may itself be a source of potential bias
(e.g., the gendered pro�le of the recommendee in our protocol, Jane, may trigger biases among male
interviewees). As discussed above, this study design element—recommending projects for another
developer—was necessary to delineate decisions in�uenced by individual motivations from those
in�uenced by project attractiveness signals. A comprehensive set of interviews, where all variables
relevant to the recommendee’s pro�le (e.g., gender, level of experience, interests) are crossed, goes
beyond the scope of this study, but could be a worthwhile direction for future research.

3.2 Project Selection
We selected �ve projects that collectively re�ect a variety of signals possible on a G��H�� page.
At the time of our interviews, the values of the di�erent project metrics were the ones shown in
Table 1 (as of April 28, 2018). Our project selection was based on the following speci�c criteria:
Domain. Since our persona Jane was designed as a front-end engineer, we only chose front-end-
related JavaScript projects so that the participants’ decisions would not be confounded by Jane’s
personal interest. To control for potential di�erences in practices and culture in di�erent open-
source ecosystems, we further required that all selected projects be part of npm,1 the most popular
package manager for the JavaScript programming language.

1https://www.npmjs.com
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Table 2. Participants’ demographic information

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15

Experience 6m 12y 1m 9y >8y 2y 4y <2y 1y 5y 1y 1.5y 8y 3y 10y
Gender M F F M M M M F M M M F M F F

Full-time dev. Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No

G��H��metrics. Activity and popularity metrics, such as the number of contributors, stars, forks,
and watchers, are among the most visible cues on a G��H�� repository page (high visibility signals
cf. Section 2), since they are part of the standard UI. We chose projects to ensure high variance in
these numerical metrics across our set of �ve: one project has a very large number of contributors
(over 1,000), stars, forks, and watchers; one is a one-person project with only one watcher, one star,
and no fork, and the three other projects are in between. In addition, during pilot interviews we
observed that participants also paid attention to a project’s pull requests, issues, and releases. In
our �nal selection, we strati�ed to ensure variance along all of these as well.

Finally, we sampled such that we could include one project that had last been updated more than
one month before, and thus might be considered inactive, since during pilot interviews project
dormancy status seemed important. The other four projects were still active at the time.
Quality of README. During pilot interviews participants paid close attention to a project’s
README. To ensure variance in the README “quality” across our projects, we strati�ed our
sample by the amount of information in (length of) the READMEs. Moreover, since prior work has
shown that badges have high signaling value [77], we also sampled for variance across repository
badges; our �ve projects range from no badge to over 10 di�erent badges.
Limitations. Note that we tried to stratify across more dimensions than there are projects in our
�nal sample (�ve total), meaning that some dimensions are confounded. This design decision was
necessary to keep the interviews short.

3.3 Interview Participants
We sampled candidate participants from G��H�� users who had recently made pull requests to col-
laborative open-source JavaScript projects on G��H��, which we de�ne as those projects involving
at least three contributors, as per the public G��H�� data mined from Google’s BigQuery;2 this
helps exclude many “toy” projects [45] and increases the likelihood that that our interviewees are
experienced open-source practitioners. Information about the programming language (JavaScript)
was extracted from the label that G��H�� assigns automatically to each repository. As an addi-
tional data cleaning and �ltering step [45], we also excluded projects we could manually label as
“educational” based on keywords present in their description, e.g., course number (COS496).

Then, we sent out several rounds of email invitations (123 emails total) and carried out 15
interviews via Google Hangouts or Skype, at which point we considered that we had reached
theoretical saturation [74] after an informal analysis. The interviews were conducted individually
and each of them took between 20 to 45 minutes. The participants were not compensated.
Among the 15 participants, the length of open-source experience ranged from one month to

more than 10 years. Nine participants were full time software engineers. The occupations of the
other six participants ranged from technical writer to researcher. Five were located on the US West
Coast, three on the East Coast, three in Asia, one in Africa, two in Europe, and one in Oceania.
Table 2 summarizes the participants’ demographic information.

2https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/public-data/github
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3.4 Data Analysis
The interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed verbatim, and coded independently by two authors.
Then the coded transcripts were analyzed based on the grounded theory methodology [74]. We
�rst identi�ed signals mentioned by participants and how they were using these signals to make
decisions. We then grouped these signals and participants’ comments into categories and extracted
relationships between the categories. We repeatedly discussed the categories and re�ned them
iteratively as more interviews were conducted; this is also when we resolved a few disagreements,
through discussion, between the two coders. We continued this process until new interviews did
not reveal new signals that were not captured by our codes (theoretical saturation).

4 INTERVIEW RESULTS - RECOGNIZING THE SIGNALS
Our qualitative analysis identi�ed a rich set of signals that the participants rely on when evaluating
whether a G��H�� project is worth contributing to by the Jane persona.

4.1 Website
The website link in the project description is usually the �rst thing the participants saw. Six
participants (P1, P2, P7, P8, P10, P13) mentioned that “the �rst thing I typically do is see if they have
a website at all” (P2). A website is even more important for UI libraries, to “show a demo of what the
components look like. It would be helpful to make people more interested in the project I think.” (P10).
Maintaining a good website is also recommended by many open-source practitioners.3

4.2 README
The README.md �le is one signal that every participant commented on, e.g., “the README is a
project’s welcome mat” (P14). Several aspects of the README seem important:
Structure. Prior work [7, 37] found that projects with good READMEs tend to be more sustainable
and more popular. Our participants con�rmed that a well structured README can give a nice
�rst impression. P12, a technical writer, summarized that an ideal README should have a table of
contents, contributing guidelines, and information on how to get in touch with the community,
“which is very very important for a newcomer” (P12). P7 mentioned that there is an “uno�cially
agreed template of a project,” and maintainers should “follow what everyone else is doing” (P7).
Project description. Participants were looking for clear descriptions of the project in the README.
Not being able to understand the project’s goals induced negative impressions, even rejections,
among some participants (P2, P7, P8, P12). For example, P7 noted that a good README “allows
[one] to understand what this project is about, how to install it, and how to use it. It also gives examples
of code snippets for its API and their e�ects.” (P7)
Contact information. Being able to communicate with project maintainers was seen as important
to contributors, especially newcomers. P2, P11, and P12 mentioned that including the project’s
Slack channel in the README is a welcoming signal. P14 mentioned that it is nice to be able to
follow the maintainer on Twitter. Having a Twitter handle is in fact suggested by some open-source
practitioners. Such practices may alleviate the barrier of communication di�culties, which was
identi�ed by Steinmacher et al. [73], to some degree.
Code quality badges. Five participants (P3, P7, P10, P11, P14) mentioned badges but had diverging
opinions about them. Some noted that the presence of badges, especially code coverage, suggests
that the maintainers care about code quality (P7, P11) and that contributing to this type of project

3https://opensource.guide/�nding-users/
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can improve one’s skills (P11). In contrast, others explained that they ignore badges because “a lot
of projects have build passing badges but actually the project is broken or really out of date” (P10).

Logo. Four participants (P5, P8, P10, P14) mentioned the Logo in the README, e.g., “They’ve even
got a logo. That’s quite promising. Because that means someone cares enough about the project.” (P10).

4.3 Contributing Guidelines
Contributing guidelines, either in the README or the CONTRIBUTING.md �le, were important
in all participants’ decision processes. Some noted that the contributing document is a decisive
signal in the sense that lacking one would induce an immediate negative impression (P3, P15). In
contrast, the existence of contributing �les “suggests they have some experience with handling new
contributors” (P4). Participants expect that contributing guidelines have several characteristics:

Prominent. The �rst thing participants mentioned about contributing guidelines is how easily
they can be found (P3, P4, P5, P12, P14, P15). As per signaling theory, since potential contributors
tend to prefer signals that are easier to observe and to interpret over those that are costlier to assess,
it is desired to have a link to the CONTRIBUTING.md or a contributing section in the README,
e.g., “the README is most important. It should describe without having to navigate away from that
page the key information people need” (P14).

Thorough. Many participants (P1, P2, P3, P10, P12, P14, P15) remarked on the contents of con-
tributing guidelines, expecting code style guidelines and project conventions, as well as how to
submit a pull request. In particular, maintainers should set the expectation by listing out things that
need help and things that are allowed or disallowed. P14 also pointed out that it is nice that “It says
‘please ask �rst’ because otherwise people might feel that the pull requests always have to be merged
in” (P14). Thorough contributing guidelines may lower the barrier of lacking knowledge about
procedures and conventions, identi�ed by Balali et al. [6]. Contributing guidelines should also
explain the G��H�� jargon, e.g., “a lot of new people who don’t know G��H�� don’t necessarily know
what the issue tracker was” (P14). Moreover, some terms are project-speci�c. During the interviews,
some people were confused by some terms they had not seen before, e.g., “pre-commit” (P14).

However, having overly-detailed contributing guidelines may be perceived as having too much
process, especially by newcomers, who may �nd the instructions di�cult to follow (P2, P4, P5, P10,
P15). P15 summarized that “if you are a new developer and you are just learning, you might not get this
sort of hands-on response if you didn’t properly submit an issue or pull request; your issue / pull request
might just sit there and get closed without much explanation” (P15). In addition, potential contributors
may interpret language such as “talk to [the maintainers] before any signi�cant pull request” (P2) as
unwelcoming. Pull requests that do not follow project guidelines or that are considered not needed
or interesting by maintainers are common barriers faced by newcomers [73].

Open to non-code contributions. Six contributors (P2, P5, P10, P11, P12, P14) stressed the impor-
tance of explicitly mentioning other acceptable types of contributions besides code, such as writing
documentation. At the same time, invitations to submit issue reports without also soliciting code
contributions can be seen as uninviting for someone interested in contributing more. As P12 put it:
“They only ask for �ling an issue if something breaks. So I think they are more looking for people to
test all these components for them, rather than asking for code contributions.” (P12).

4.4 Sca�olding
Most participants commented on the guidelines for submitting issues and visited the issue trackers
during the interviews. There are several signals they look for there:
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Labels. Two types of labels, which we classify as technical and social, emerged as important signals.
The social labels, pointing people to issues that are suitable for beginners,4 are especially useful
for newcomers. As P1 summarized, “good open source projects would have labels like ‘help wanted’,
‘good �rst issue’” (P1). These can help contributors �nd their way around a new project.

In contrast, other labels can give contributors some technical information about the issue, e.g.,
the programming language, or whether it’s a bug or a feature request. Having issues clearly labeled
with technical attributes can help contributors �nd the issues they aren’t just able to resolve, but
are also interested in working on. As one of the participants said: “you want to work on X, and you
come in and see the things that need to be done on X” (P14), such as front-end.
Templates for issues and pull requests. Seven contributors (P1, P2, P3, P10, P12, P14, P15) noticed
the templates for submitting issues or pull requests. Having a template can prevent newcomers to
submit issues or pull requests that are “stupid” or lack information, because the “template will take
them through a bunch of di�erent pieces of information that they need to submit” (P14). It is a sign
that shows “there’s a good structure for contributing to [this project]” (P10).

4.5 Activity
Participants also look for a multitude of signals indicating the project is being actively maintained.
Number of contributors. While this was a prominent signal during our interviews, participants
disagreed on what is a good team size, referring especially to newcomers. Recall that our sample
comprises one large project (over 1,000 contributors), one single-person project, and three small-
medium sized projects (6, 7, and 18 contributors). A priori, we could have expected that larger
projects are more likely to attract developers [82]. Indeed, among the 11 participants who talked
about team size, �ve mentioned reasons why a big project may be a better choice for newcomers.
One reason is that with more contributors in the team, the project can be more sustainable. If there
are only one or two people in the team, once these members leave, either the contributors’ e�orts
are wasted or they need to take on the onerous maintenance job themselves (P6, P10, P15).

Another reason is about the mentorship opportunities one can access in big projects. Maintainers
tend to be busy and they might be slow to respond to newcomers. If there is a large community,
there is a higher chance that someone will be available to assist newcomers (P1, P2, P6). P2 also
suggested that newcomers should avoid single-person projects because it is possible that these
projects are unfriendly to external contributors (otherwise they would have more).

On the other hand, P4 and P15 listed out reasons against choosing big projects, referring mostly
to the process overhead in submitting a pull request, which may intimidate newcomers. Pull request
“bureaucracy” is a known barrier for newcomers [73]. However, P2 acknowledged that “[while] the
barrier to entry may be higher because the standard is higher, there are more people to help you” (P2).

Six participants (P2, P3, P4, P5, P10, P15) suggested they prefer to start with smaller projects. One
advantage of a small project is that the maintainers may be more responsive. Unlike big projects,
which are “so widely used and huge that it might take a while for maintainers to respond” (P3), “there’s
a chance that the author would be willing to reply to any pull requests you make” (P10).
Another advantage of a small project is that contributors can get more feedback from the

maintainers, which can help them improve their pull requests. Otherwise, P10 noted that “if you
have too many people, the developers don’t have time to look at your individual pull requests. I bet that
if I put a pull request, it will build fail or something and no one would care, they would just ignore it.”

Furthermore, four participants (P2, P3, P4, P15) pointed out that smaller projects are preferable
for newcomers to learn the G��H�� work�ow because in bigger projects “it would be hard to �gure
out where to start even though things are relatively well labeled” (P15).
4E.g., “Good First Issue” proposed by Kent Dodds in 2015 https://blog.kentcdodds.com/�rst-timers-only-78281ea47455
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Recent commits and contributors.Many participants (P1, P2, P5, P6, P7, P8, P10, P12, P13, P14,
P15) suggest looking at the number of recent commits and contributors, rather than the total number.
Otherwise, people will assume that the project is “not under active development, because nothing
has happened [for some time]” (P14). Recency of activity signals that “the project is not dead” (P5).
Contributions are evenly distributed. Some participants (P2, P6, P10, P14, P15) suggest that
contributors should also pay attention to whether the contributions are evenly distributed among
existing team members. P6 has summarized the rationale: “For projects of middle or small size, if
contributions are evenly distributed among contributors, it is acceptable. But if only one or two people
are the core contributors, then it would be dangerous; [the project may be left unmaintained]” (P6).

This practice is also recommended by Karl Fogel. In his book Producing Open Source Software, he
recommends to “measure commit diversity, not commit rate.”5

Average time for responses to issues or pull requests. Another important signal is how long it
takes maintainers to respond to issues or pull requests (P1, P3, P10, P11, P12, P14, P15). To make
this inference, participants browsed through multiple issues or pull requests.
Numbers of open issues or unmerged pull requests and their reasons. When looking at the
list of issues / pull requests, participants noted that it was important to look at the number of open
issues / unmerged pull requests and why they are not resolved (P10, P11, P13, P14, P15). The reason
is well summarized by P11: “I want to know why these PRs are not merged. If I send a PR, I don’t know
whether or not this project is being maintained. I wouldn’t want to waste the e�ort put in to understand
their code base or write code. I don’t want to write something and be treated like that” (P11).

While the number of these unresolved issues or pull requests can be easily observed, the reasons
are di�cult to infer. P15 pointed out that an active project should make sure that “either pull requests
are getting merged, [or] having some kind of labeling system, so people understand why [and it] doesn’t
just feel like it’s lack of progress” (P15).
Percentage of issues or pull requests by external contributors. Two participants (P10 and P14)
have looked at how many issues or pull requests had been made by outsiders. Looking at only the
number of open or merged pull requests can be deceiving in some cases. As P10 discovered, “[This
project has] a lot of closed PRs, which is interesting. But all are from the same person. I would say they
are just using PRs as branching. They are just branches being merged.” P14 described this type of
projects as “technically open without actually being meaningfully open” (P14).
Responsiveness in issues and pull requests.Many participants (P1, P3, P4, P5, P10, P11, P12, P13,
P14, P15) examined how quickly maintainers respond to issues and pull requests. Their expectations
are summarized by P14: “[An] active project [should have] some conversation happening, and generally
it has been positive and ideally with reasonably quick responses. It doesn’t have to be lightning quick.
But more than three days between responses is not a great place to start” (P14).
Another signal that active discussions give is the mentorship and learning opportunity o�ered

by code review. As one participant puts it, code review is “pretty good because you will need to follow
their appropriate code style. That’s an important code style. Being able to integrate [code] into their
own system is a useful skill to have” (P10).

4.6 Code quality
Eight participants (P4, P7, P9, P10, P11, P12, P13, P14) examined the code quality during their
evaluation. One signal they look for is the presence of tests. As P7 put it, “I wouldn’t use component
libraries without unit tests” (P7). Another signal they paid attention to is the use of continuous
integration (CI), especially in big projects. As P14 noted, “If the developers can’t reply immediately,

5https://producingoss.com/en/evaluating-oss-projects.html
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it’s helpful to have a CI that tells you if your code works, and if the code style is ok or not” (P14). Two
participants (P10, P13) also looked at the structure of the code itself, commenting on the importance
of modularity, which makes it easier for people to understand. P9 mentioned the size of the code,
which may a�ect whether people would use the library.

4.7 Popularity
The number of stars and the number of downloads of a project re�ect the project’s popularity.
Although nine participants (P1, P3, P4, P5, P7, P8, P10, P11, P13) commented on the number of stars,
only three (P1, P5, P10) mentioned that the popularity may in�uence their decisions. Both P1 and
P10 mentioned the potential impact of contributing as an important motivation, e.g.,: “Everyone
uses [project X]. If you contribute to it your change is gonna have a huge impact.” (P1) Moreover, P5
mentioned that “if this [project] has tons and tons of stars, and there weren’t that many contributors, I
would think they weren’t super friendly to new people”. However, P7 acknowledged that the number
of stars can be faked, therefore it is not an entirely reliable signal. P3 also explained that she would
not worry about popularity, because a less popular project “gives you more self-e�cacy that forces
you really to look at things, google things, try everything out, and then ask for help” (P3).

4.8 Community Openness
Five participants (P1, P2, P3, P5, P15) remarked on the openness of the community, as it transpires
through the language used, e.g., in the project documentation and issue discussions.
Language in contributing docs. Three participants noted the gender exclusiveness of the lan-
guage in documentation, referring to one project which talks about “nice guys” that will review and
merge pull requests when describing how to contribute. Two participants voiced concerns about
the gender inclusiveness of this phrase. As one of the participants suggested, projects should “avoid
language that uses ‘guys’ or assumes that people are [all] one gender or one demographic” (P15).
Participants also mentioned the language exclusiveness towards newcomers. Although no one

identi�ed any instance of aggressive expressions towards newcomers, some did mention that they
would “look at the language throughout to feel whether it’s inclusive or it feels maybe a bit of a boy’s
club or sort of aggressive, or intimidating for beginners; these would make me stay away” (P15).

Two participants also noted that “don’t” may sound intimidating. Phrasings like “‘please do this’,
‘you are welcome to do that’, by turning the language around” are recommended instead (P15).
Conversations in issues or pull requests. The openness of the community can also be inferred
from these conversations. According to P3, a good conversation should be “commenting back and
forth, [...] pretty thorough. I think it’s helpful. No one is mean necessarily” (P3). Sometimes, not
following the process can “get people mad at you” (P5).
Code of conduct. The presence of a code of conduct signals a welcoming community. One partici-
pant told us that “This project has a code of conduct, and they’ve adopted the standard contributor
covenant.6 So my belief is that this would be a welcoming community because people are conscious of
having a code of conduct” (P2). Being kind to contributors has been encouraged by many people
and organizations. For example, Scott Henselman posted a blog in 2015 that pledged people to
treat newcomers nicely, including writing a contributing guideline, tagging issues that are good for
newcomers, and having a code of conduct.7 Prior research by Tourani et al. [76] has also discussed
the importance of having a code of conduct; however, only relatively few projects have them,
though they are becoming increasingly common [76].

6https://www.contributor-covenant.org/
7 “Bring kindness back to open source” https://www.hanselman.com/blog/BringKindnessBackToOpenSource.aspx
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Gender representation. Two female participants pointed out that the gender balance among the
existing contributors, as inferred from their G��H�� pro�le information, might be a potential
barrier to female newcomers. More speci�cally, they both pointed out that a medium size group
(in our case, the project has 5 contributors) of male contributors may form a clique that a female
contributor could have di�cultly breaking into. However, if the project’s only contributor is a man,
then it is “not as di�cult a community to break into as a group of men.” (P14). In addition, for large
projects with hundreds of contributors, “because there are so many people contributing, it doesn’t
matter so much whether it’s all male” (P14). As the other participant summarized: “If I saw a project
where it seems like a mix of genders, I would de�nitely feel more excited about the project” (P15).

5 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS METHODS
To triangulate our interview �ndings, we set out to quantitatively test the overall hypothesis
that the signals we identi�ed from the interviews are indeed associated with attracting more
new contributors. We collected a large dataset of open-source G��H�� projects, operationalized
the signals uncovered during our interviews, and used multiple regression analysis to model the
association between the di�erent signals and the likelihood of attracting new project contributors
(binomial logistic regression), as a way to validate the perceived importance of each signal.

The multivariate regression analysis seeks to uncover whether any (and which) project charac-
teristics and signals, observed over a �xed period of time (details below) help explain the average
di�erences between projects in likelihood of attracting new contributors, as observed over a subse-
quent �xed period of time. The multivariate nature of the regression modeling enables us to quantify
the strength of the association between each explanatory variable and the binomial outcome while
adjusting for other covariates, i.e., removing confounding e�ects.
Speci�c hypotheses. Based on the interview results, we hypothesize that other variables held �xed,
open-source projects are more likely to attract new contributors when: they list a project website
(H1); are more popular (H2); are active (H3); have a comprehensive README (H4); list the owners’
contact information or support channels, e.g., Twitter, Slack (H5); include badges re�ecting code
quality (H6); include CONTRIBUTING instructions (H7); label their issues to help steer contributors
(H8); provide issue or pull request templates (H9); have fast response times to pull requests (H10);
and are welcoming towards newcomers (H11).
Data.We collected a sample of 9,977 open-source JavaScript libraries published on the npm package
registry9 and available publicly on G��H�� as follows. We started from a pre-existing list of the
50,000 npm packages with the most G��H�� stars (min 6, median 69, max 70,266) and further
randomly sampled another 2,000 npm packages with at most 6 stars as of June 1st 2018 (when the
other data ended), to better stratify the data. Next, we used GHTorrent [32] to identify which of
these projects: (1) were not forks of another repository; (2) had at least one commit between January
1st 2018 and June 1st 2018, to �lter out completely inactive projects; (3) had non-empty README
�les; and (4) had at least one issue / pull request on G��H��, with at least one comment, to ensure
that our measures of maintainer responsiveness and politeness (see discussion in Sections 4.5
and 4.8, respectively) are not unde�ned.
Measures. For each project, we used the G��H�� API and GHT������ to measure the set of
variables in Table 3 (summary statistics in Table 5). The response variable in the regression models
is a boolean �ag has new contributors; see table for de�nition. The table also describes the main ex-
planatory variables used, corresponding to the speci�c hypotheses above. In addition, we tested the

8The �rst page of closed issues on a project’s G��H�� pro�le shows 30 entries.
9https://www.npmjs.com
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Table 3. Overview of the di�erent variables we computed and modeled.

Variable Signal De�nition / Rationale

R������� ��������
Has new contributors §4.5 Boolean �ag measuring presence of new pull request submitters between June 1st

2018 and September 1st 2018. To test the sensitivity of our analysis to this oper-
ationalization, we distinguish between new contributors with (model “Any new
contributors” and hypotheses H1. . .11) and without (model “GH �rst-timers only” and
hypotheses H 0

1. . .11) G��H�� experience in other projects prior to the current one.
C������ ���������

Has external committers §4.5 Boolean �ag indicating if there were commits made by non-core contributors; core
is de�ned as people each authoring at least 5% of the commits from January 1st 2018
to June 1st 2018. Controls for general openness of the project to newcomers.

Project age The age of the project on June 1st 2018, in days. Controls for software evolution: a
project in a developing stage may have more issues for new contributors to work on
than a mature one.

Num issues §4.5 Total number of issues (not including pull requests) on June 1st 2018. This number
is a highly visible signal at the top of a G��H�� project’s main page. Projects with
more issues are likely to have more work available for contributors, as well as larger
potential contributor pools.

M��� ����������� ���������
Has website (H1, H 0

1) §4.1 Boolean �ag indicating if the project contains a homepage URL.
Num stars (H2, H 0

2) §4.7 The number of stars on June 1st 2018 as per GHTorrent, as a proxy. for project
popularity.

Num recent commits (H3,
H 0
3)

§4.5 Total number of commits from January 1st 2018 to June 1st 2018, as a proxy for
project activeness.

Num headers (H4, H 0
4) §4.2 The number of markdown headers (H1–H3) in the README, as a proxy for compre-

hensiveness.
Has contact info (H5, H 0

5) §4.2 Boolean �ag indicating if the README contained references to a Twitter handle or
Slack channel.

Has badges (H6, H 0
6) §4.6 Boolean �ag indicating if the README contained code coverage or continuous

integration badges.
Has contrib (H7, H 0

7) §4.3 Boolean �ag indicating if the repository contained a CONTRIBUTING.md �le or if
the README contained a section on how to contribute.

Has labels (H8, H 0
8) §4.4 Boolean �ag indicating if the project has labels applied on issues or pull requests.

Has template (H9, H 0
9) §4.4 Boolean �ag indicating if templates were used for submitting issues or pull requests.

Is fast (H10, H 0
10) §4.5 Boolean �ag indicating if the median response time to the the 308 most recently

opened issues which were closed as of June 1st 2018 is below the �rst quartile of
projects. Responses count if a non-obviously-bot user nor the issue author comments
or performs an action on the issue.

Is impolite (H11, H 0
11) §4.8 Boolean �ag indicating if the project’s median impoliteness score ranks in the top

quartile across our sample. We collected impoliteness scores for the comments in
the �rst page of closed issues as seen on June 1st 2018 using the Stanford Politeness
API [19], after removing markdown formatting and replacing each code block with
the token “CODE.”.

I�����������
Has contrib ⇥
Num recent commits (H7, H 0

7)
Contributing guidelines may impact larger, more active projects di�erently, as there could
be more need for help navigating project norms and processes.

Has badges ⇥
Num recent commits (H6, H 0

6)
Badges displaying negative project qualities, e.g., broken build, may create more negative
impressions the less active the project is, making it appear abandoned.

Has website ⇥
Num recent commits (H1, H 0

1)
A potentially broken link, more likely to occur in a less actively maintained project, may
increase the appearance of abandonment.
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Table 4. Summary of logistic regression results showing which signals associate with new contributors.

Any new contributors G��H�� �rst-timers only
Response: has new contributors Response: has new contributors

Pseudo R2 = 20% Pseudo R2 = 21%

Coe�s (Err.) Deviance Coe�s (Err.) Deviance

(Intercept) 0.79 (0.47) �1.93 (0.75)⇤⇤
has external committers 0.60 (0.06)⇤⇤⇤ 88.54⇤⇤⇤ 0.36 (0.10)⇤⇤⇤ 11.95⇤⇤⇤
project age (log) �0.60 (0.07)⇤⇤⇤ 80.25⇤⇤⇤ �0.50 (0.11)⇤⇤⇤ 22.18⇤⇤⇤
num issues (log) 0.43 (0.03)⇤⇤⇤ 236.81⇤⇤⇤ 0.56 (0.05)⇤⇤⇤ 140.38⇤⇤⇤
has website �0.43 (0.10)⇤⇤⇤ 19.80⇤⇤⇤ �0.17 (0.17) 0.92
num headers (log) 0.10 (0.03)⇤⇤ 9.59⇤⇤ 0.08 (0.05) 2.06
has contact info �0.12 (0.07) 2.86 �0.03 (0.10) 0.10
has contrib �0.31 (0.11)⇤⇤ 0.76 �0.46 (0.20)⇤ 10.14⇤⇤
has badges 0.14 (0.09) 1.51 �0.49 (0.16)⇤⇤ 6.79⇤⇤
has labels �0.13 (0.05)⇤ 6.19⇤ �0.08 (0.09) 0.84
has template 0.48 (0.16)⇤⇤ 9.11⇤⇤ 0.25 (0.16) 2.52
num recent commits (log) 0.12 (0.03)⇤⇤⇤ 62.53⇤⇤⇤ 0.07 (0.05) 38.66⇤⇤⇤
is fast �0.04 (0.06) 0.52 �0.10 (0.09) 1.04
num stars (log) 0.21 (0.02)⇤⇤⇤ 97.53⇤⇤⇤ 0.14 (0.03)⇤⇤⇤ 17.02⇤⇤⇤
is impolite �0.32 (0.07)⇤⇤⇤ 20.99⇤⇤⇤ �0.08 (0.12) 0.43
has contrib : num recent commits (log) 0.11 (0.04)⇤⇤ 7.18⇤⇤ 0.05 (0.05) 0.87
has badges : num recent commits (log) �0.04 (0.04) 1.11 0.10 (0.05)⇤ 4.05⇤
has website : num recent commits (log) 0.09 (0.04)⇤ 6.24⇤ 0.09 (0.05) 3.01

AIC 10442.37 4694.43
Num. obs. 9977 9977
⇤⇤⇤p < 0.001, ⇤⇤p < 0.01, ⇤p < 0.05

presence of three interaction e�ects between project size / level of activity and having contributing
guidelines, badges, and a link to a project website, respectively; see table for rationale.

Modeling considerations. We built two multivariate binomial logistic regression models corre-
sponding to the two versions of our binary response variable has new contributors: one for any new
pull request submitters and one for new pull request submitters that are also new to G��H��, not
just the given project.

In each case, we log-transformed variables, as needed, to reduce heteroscedasticity [30] (Table 4
lists which variables were log-transformed). We also tested for multicollinearity using the variance
in�ation factor (VIF), comparing to the recommended maximum of 5 [15] (Table 6); no variable
exceeded the threshold. We assess the goodness of �t of the regression models using McFadden’s
pseudo R2 measure [81] (Table 4). Finally, we report the regression coe�cients together with their
p-values and estimates of their e�ect sizes (units of variance explained) from ANOVA analyses
(Table 4); odds ratios for the di�erent factors can be obtained by taking the exponential of the
regression coe�cients.

5.1 Replication Package
Our data collection and data analysis scripts, and the input data for the regression models in Table 4,
are part of a replication package available online.10
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6 REGRESSION MODELING RESULTS - TRIANGULATING THE SIGNALS
In this section we discuss the quantitative analysis results for our main model (“Any new con-
tributors” in Table 4). We further test the robustness of our results to the operationalization of
new contributors by modeling “G��H�� �rst-timers only” as the dependent variable (Table 4). Both
models have acceptable goodness of �t (20%–21%). We will contrast the qualitative and quantitative
results and discuss implications of our results later, in Section 7.

6.1 A�racting any new contributors
From Table 4 (model “Any new contributors”), we �rst observe that the control variables expectedly
account for around 60% of the variance explained by the model (sum of the cell values corresponding
to the control variables in the Deviance column in the table, divided by the total amount of Deviance
explained by the model, i.e., sum over all rows), with predictable e�ects: projects with more open
issues (signaling contribution opportunities [18]) or that are younger or historically more open to
newcomers are more likely to attract additional new contributors, on average.
Moving on to the main explanatory variables, we observe that projects with more G��H��

stars (supporting H2 3), more recent commits (signaling the project’s activity level [18]; H3 3),
more comprehensive README �les (more headers; H4 3), and having issue or pull request
templates (H9 3) are statistically signi�cantly more likely to attract new contributors, supporting
our hypotheses and the qualitative data collected during the interviews. Taken together, the four
variables account for approximately 27% of the total variance explained by the model.

Among these variables, the number of G��H�� stars, a signal of project popularity, explains the
largest amount (' 15%) of the total variance explained by the model. We illustrate the interpretation
of the regression coe�cient: for every factor e increase in the number of stars (note the log-
transform), and after controling for the amount of project activity and other covariates, the odds of
attracting new contributors for the average project in our sample increase exp(0.21) ' 1.23 times.
Fronchetti et al. [28] found, similarly, that project popularity is the most important factor that
explains newcomers’ growth pattern.
The �rst model also shows that the number of recent commits explained a large amount ('

10%) of total variance explained by the model. As some of the participants pointed out and also
discussed by Dabbish et al. in [18], the number of recent commits signals the projects’ activity level
and contributors’ commitment to a project. More recent commits in a project signals that there are
active contributors who could provide help or feedback if needed. Therefore, programmers may be
more willing to join the project.
Arguably, all four of these signals (stars, recent commits, comprehensive READMEs, and tem-

plates) have relatively high production costs, as they require deliberate and in some cases sustained
e�orts (e.g., sustained commit activity over time) from project core developers to maintain. Given
this production cost, signaling theory predicts that the signals are reliable. Our quantitative results
are consistent with this prediction.

Table 4 also shows that posting a website URL (H1 7), having contributing guidelines (H7 7),
using issue labels (H8 7), and being impolite (H11 3) have, on average, statistically signi�cant
negative e�ects on attracting new contributors. The e�ect sizes are, however, relatively small: taken
together, the four variables explain ' 9% of the total variance explained by the model.

It is not surprising that being impolite correlates with lower likelihood of attracting new contrib-
utors: Balali et al. [6] found that a “harsh project atmosphere” is one of the main barriers that a
newcomer faces. However, it is surprising that having a website URL, contributing guidelines, and
issue labels correlates with lower likelihood of attracting new contributors.

10 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3371186
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the interaction e�ects Has website (le�) / Has contrib (right) ⇥ Num recent commits.

The interaction e�ects (Figure 4) with the number of recent commits for two of the variables,
has website and has contributing guidelines, suggest a more nuanced interpretation. For the has
contributing guidelines dummy (Figure 4 right), the estimated coe�cient is negative for low values
of num recent commits but positive for high values. That is, for the less active projects, having
contributing guidelines correlates with lower likelihood of attracting new contributors, holding the
other variables �xed; but for the more active projects the relationship �ips, and having contributing
guidelines correlates with higher likelihood of attracting new contributors, as hypothesized.

For the has website dummy (Figure 4 left), the estimated coe�cient is only negative for low values
of project activity (num recent commits), and is otherwise indistinguishable from zero. That is, only
for the less active projects, having a website URL correlates with lower likelihood of attracting
new contributors, holding the other variables �xed, whereas for more active projects having a
website URL has no e�ect. One explanation could be that the websites of smaller, less active projects
may be more often out of date or unmaintained, accentuating potential negative �rst impressions.
Another explanation could be that unobserved third variables are confounding the association.
More research is needed to better understand this relationship.
For the has labels dummy, we did not theoretically expect an interaction e�ect, therefore we

did not test for one. Still, the negative e�ect of having labels might be explained by a limitation of
our operationalization: due to lack of uniformity in how “good �rst issue” labels are named across
projects, we only recorded a binary �ag of whether a project has any labels at all, as a proxy, while
it could be that only labels similar to “good �rst issue” have the hypothesized positive e�ect on
attracting new contributors. Future work could re�ne our operationalization.
Finally, we note from Table 4 that having contact information (H5 7), code quality badges

(H6 7), and fast reponses (H10 7) to issues or pull requests do not have statistically signi�cant
e�ects, contrary to our hypotheses.

6.2 A�racting first-time G��H�� contributors
The “G��H�� �rst-timers only” model in Table 4 uses as dependent variable the presence of
�rst-time contributors, who have never made any G��H�� contributions before. This alternative
operationalization enables us to assess the robustness of our results and study whether contributors
without any public traces of open-source G��H�� experience might look for di�erent signals when
evaluating projects. Such di�erences could be the signals that are more re�ective but unknown to
�rst-time contributors either due to the contributors’ own lack of experience or the signals’ low
visibility. They could also be signals that are only relevant or important to �rst-time contributors.
Since the Jane persona we provided to participants was designed to be a �rst-time contributor and
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participants were projecting their own experience onto her, comparisons between the two models
can also help to di�erentiate participants’ projection and �rst-time contributors’ own decision.
A comparison between the two models shows that the number of stars remains a strong

positive predictor of attracting newcomers (H2 3): the more popular a project, the more likely it is
on average to attract newcomers. In addition, having contributing guidelines has signi�cantly
negative e�ect when attracting �rst-time G��H�� contributors (H7 7). However, most of the e�ects
of the main explanatory variables have changed. Having badges has a statistically signi�cant
but negative e�ect (H6 7). The interaction e�ect with recent project activity is also statistically
signi�cant and behaves similarly to the has website (left) interaction in Figure 4: the negative
correlation between having code quality badges and likelihood of attracting new contributors is
only visible in less active projects. We speculate that using CI and showing code quality badges
may increase the process overhead and barrier to entry, and could be discouraging to �rst-time
contributors, who may not have su�cient CI experience.

Other signals have statistically insigni�cant e�ects in the second model: the number of recent
commits (H3 7), having a website URL (H1 7), contact information (H5 7), the number of
headers in the README (H4 7), labels (H8 7), templates (H9 7), fast responses (H10 7), and
politeness (H11 7). Signaling theory o�ers one possible explanation: these signals are not visible
enough, therefore receivers, in this case, �rst-time G��H�� contributors, might prefer signals that
are easier to observe and to interpret. The number of recent commits is not a directly visible signal,
rather it requires combining the number of commits and the last commit date. Similarly, labels
and templates do not typically appear on the main page. For example, templates usually show up
only when users begin to compose an issue or a pull request. Finally, evaluating the politeness and
responsiveness of a project also requires contributors to look into documentation and conversations.
It is also possible that new contributors lack a benchmark of politeness as a reference and may
consider potentially impolite interactions as the norm; however, as they meet more people, they
gradually become aware of the culture of a project and try to avoid impolite teams.

6.3 Commonalities and discrepancies between interviews and models
The project’s popularity, signaled by the number of G��H�� stars, and having a contributing
guideline are the only explanatory variables that had consistent e�ects between our two models,
which aligned with the interview results.

In the other cases, we found interesting discrepancies between the interviews and regressions.
Particularly notable is the responsiveness which was expected to be important signal both accord-
ing to interview participants as well as G��H��’s 2017 Open Source Survey [87] results (Figure 3),
but shows no results in the regression.
The negative correlation between having contributing guidelines and likelihood to attract new

contributors in less active projects (recall the interaction e�ect above) warrants further investigation.
One possible explanation is a limitation of our experimental design: contributing guidelines may
have had stronger, positive e�ects closer in time to when they were introduced in each project, but
our �xed window of observation (June 1st to September 1st 2018) hides this. Further investigations
go beyond the scope of this paper, but could be a worthwhile direction for future research.

Beyond threats to construct validity (our operationalization of responsiveness of the core team
could be imperfect), signaling theory o�ers one possible explanation for the lack of noticeable e�ect
for the responsiveness variable. Even if potentially reliable and hard to fake (i.e., an assessment
signal), the signal is not plainly visible on a project’s main page. While in our interviews some
participants did click through individual issues or pull requests pages to estimate the response
time, in a less arti�cial setting people may not spend as much time on evaluating projects and may
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rely on more visible signals instead. More research is needed to understand whether the lack of
hypothesized e�ects is due to limitations in our operationalizations or other causes.

6.4 Limitations
We now note some important limitations of our quantitative study. We discussed limitations of our
qualitative analysis previously, in Section 3.

First, we computed a set of proxies (Table 3) to operationalize the di�erent theoretical constructs
emerging from the qualitative analysis. While our variables are arguably reasonable measures for
the theoretical constructs they are meant to capture, and even though we manually inspected and
iteratively corrected data collection errors, as needed, until we were con�dent that our data is
correct, it is important to note that other operationalizations for the same concepts are possible.
For example, for the response variable one could also consider other contributions besides pull
requests. Di�erent operationalizationsmay lead to di�erent statistical modeling results and therefore
di�erent conclusions. We described clearly our assumptions and operationalizations and we provide
a replication package10 to facilitate future extensions to our work. Exhaustively computing and
testing multiple operationalizations for each construct goes beyond the scope of this paper.
Second, the G��H�� data we mined and analyzed are observational in nature, hence the di�er-

ent signals we considered are not true experimental treatments. This could create endogeneity
problems [1, 9], which could lead to biased estimates of the treatment e�ects in our regressions.11
Endogeneity could manifest in several ways. For example, even though prior work and our qualita-
tive analysis both suggest that higher number of stars may drive higher numbers of contributors to
a project, it is also possible that an unobserved variable may jointly determine both high number
of stars and high number of contributors, or that both might be true. The association between the
number of stars and the likelihood of attracting new contributors, surfaced by our models, may not
allow readers to conclude this correlation is causal, because observational data is not randomly
assigned. Moreover, endogeneity can be caused not only by omitted variables, but also by some of
the regression variables used. In our study, the number of stars a project has is endogenous when
examining the quality of projects or the intent to contribute to it. When a project has a higher
number of stars it may attract more contributors, but it is also likely that a project which has a
high number of contributors, may attract more stars.
Endogeneity has received much attention in the econometrics literature and many statistical

approaches have been proposed to assess or control its impact. Perhaps the most popular approach
we considered is to instrument for the possibly endogenous predictor variable [38], in our case
number of stars. Given such instrumental variables, one then typically pursues an estimation
method such as two-stage least squares (2SLS) [41]. The basic idea is to extract variation in the
possibly endogenous predictor that is independent of the unmeasured confounders and use this
variation to estimate the treatment e�ect and “control” for the unmeasured confounders. Many
extensions to non-linear models such as logistic regression, which we use in our study, have been
proposed [2, 10, 26, 35, 75]. However, we decided against two-stage methods for several reasons:
i) these methods are only as good as the exogenous instrumental variables selected [25, 33, 43] and
we could not identify appropriate, theoretically motivated instruments for number of stars; and
ii) with large sample sizes, as in our case, the estimated coe�cient for the residuals is more likely
to reach statistical signi�cance, i.e., it becomes more likely to falsely detect endogeneity [31, 46].

Instead, we limit ourselves to checking for correlation between the possibly endogenous number
of stars variable and the logistic regression residuals. Neither model had statistically signi�cant

11We kindly thank one of the reviewers for pointing this out and suggestingmitigation strategies. This paragraph incorporates
the reviewer’s comment almost verbatim.
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Pearson’s product-moment correlation: p = 0.86 for G��H�� �rst-timers only and p = 0.94 for
any new contributors. Although our models explain only around 20% of the variance in the data,
suggesting there may be omitted variables, we did include in the regressions variables corresponding
to all of the theoretical constructs emerging from the interviews, in addition to controls for the
obvious covariates. Therefore, based on the lack of correlation between the possibly endogenous
number of stars variable and the logistic regression residuals we believe that the relatively low
explanatory power of our models is more likely due to natural noise in the data, common at this
scale and in this domain [45], rather than omitted important variables that could cause endogeneity.
Alternative analysis techniques such as propensity score matching, which can help reduce

the risk of endogeneity [85], or recent heuristics [63] for evaluating the robustness of results to
omitted variable bias, based on coe�cient movements after inclusion of controls and movements
in R-squared values, go beyond the scope of this paper but could be worthwhile future directions.

7 IMPLICATIONS
Our study has implications for open-source maintainers, platform designers, and researchers.

7.1 New Signals
Among the information our participants needed to inform their evaluation of contribution worthi-
ness for each open-source project in our sample, only some is readily observable from prominent
signals displayed on a project’s landing page or README �le on G��H��. For example, the number
of stars, a proxy for project popularity, and the number of contributors, measuring team size, are
already part of the G��H�� UI. However, other pieces of needed information can be much less
salient. Some, like the number of downloads, which indicates not only popularity but also the size
of the user base, have direct signals, but these are not typically visible on G��H�� directly. For
example, in the case of projects with releases published on npm, the number of downloads is
displayed on a package’s npm page, but not on its G��H�� repository page by default. We learned
from the interviews and our models that popular projects tend to attract more new contributors.
Badges such as could be used to augment a project’s existing G��H�� popularity
signals (the number of stars), making project popularity information more salient.12 Trockman et
al. [77] found that badges can impact perceptions of open-source projects.
Some other pieces of information used by our interview participants and having statistically

signi�cant e�ects in our models currently have no direct signals at all and, instead, need to be
inferred from indirect cues. The tone of the community, for example, is an important factor in our
interviews: “it’s most important that the people seem nice” (P5). From the �rst regression model,
we can see that (im)politeness also has a statistically signi�cant e�ect. In our interviews some
participants had to browse throughmultiple issues and pull requests, reading the discussions therein.
If these conversations were positive (P14) and people were not mean (P3), participants concluded
that the community is probably friendly and welcoming. As discussed in Section 2.2, signaling
theory explains that assessment signals, which are costly to produce / fake, tend to be reliable. A
signal of the tone of a community would arguably be an assessment signal and therefore be reliable,
as maintaining a welcoming tone would require sustained e�ort from project maintainers over
time. However, signaling theory also explains that receivers (the potential contributors evaluating
projects) tend to prefer signals that are easy to observe and to interpret over those that are costlier
to assess [34]. This suggests that automated techniques could be used to develop new signals
of the tone of a community, e.g., in the form of badges, to further increase transparency and

12G��H��’s recent “Used by” button https://twitter.com/github/status/1131468413983961088 is similar.
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make these important underlying qualities salient. Recent advances in detection of emotions [29],
politeness [20], and sentiment [44, 54, 62] suggest that this approach is feasible.

Similarly, we envision assessment signals of the responsiveness of the project maintainers, e.g.,
displaying the average response times to issues and pull requests submitted by external contributors.
Even though our models did not validate the importance of this signal, maintainer responsiveness
showed up prominently in our interviews and is also well-supported as a desirable project quality
by prior work (see Section 2.3).

We also uncovered a range of best practices and associated signals that our interview participants
noted help create good �rst impressions when evaluating a project for potential contribution:
listing an external project website, having a detailed README �le, including information on how to
contribute, listing contact information for the maintainers, and using labels and issue / pull request
templates to help newcomers learn the project processes and norms. Two of these signals, denoting
the comprehensiveness of the README �le and the presence of templates, we were also able to
validate quantitatively. In terms of production cost, a well thought-out README �le is arguably
the most expensive, as it requires a high initial investment to develop and subsequent sustained
maintenance to keep it up-to-date. Signaling theory predicts that this investment is worthwhile
though: our study �nds using mixed methods that projects with more detailed READMEs are more
likely to attract new contributors.

Finally, we identi�ed some conventional signals that project owners could consider adopting, as
they are perceived to attract new contributors. Our interviews suggest that potential contributors
are receptive to explicit requests for help, yet typically there is no associated highly visible signal
at the project level. One of the recommendations for maintainers that our participants repeatedly
mentioned is explicitly expressing that they want help and welcome contributions. There are
multiple ways in which this intent can be expressed more visibly, including explicit language in
the README such as “Accepting PRs” or the equivalent badges and . While
such conventional signals are expectedly less reliable as per signaling theory since they are less
costly to fake, they are still cheap to produce and may contribute to creating the impression of a
welcoming community.

However, it is also possible for there to be too many signals on a G��H�� project’s page. Prior
work by Trockman et al. [77] found a non-linear association between the number of repository
badges displayed and the number of downloads, after controling for covariates, i.e., projects with
“too many” badges tend to be less popular. More research is needed to understand the situations
with too many signals beyond badges, and whether some existing signals could be removed.

7.2 Personalized Design
During our interviews, we anecdotally observed that di�erent contributors may interpret the same
signals di�erently. For example, P15 explained: “a lot of [project selections] depend on your con�dence.
So when it’s a bigger project, are you are someone that feels comfortable jumping into the middle of
things or you need a little bit more hand-holding or welcoming into the project, then it feels like this is
probably the one that is easy to wander around but doesn’t have the capacity to personally welcome
you and help you �gure out where to start” (P15). In contrast, P3 noted that “I don’t worry about the
popularity of the project because I feel like if you �nd things less saturated, you actually bene�t more
from it. There’s less hand holding and you get to really dive in; it gives you more self-e�cacy that
forces you really to look at things, google things, try everything out, and then ask for help” (P3).

The GenderMag literature [12] shows that groups of people that tend to di�er along four problem-
solving facets also tend to experience di�erent barriers to technology and tend to use software
di�erently [6, 60]. The facets are motivation (intrinsic vs extrinsic), computer self-e�cacy (high vs
low), information processing style & tinkering (reading documentation upfront vs tinkering), and
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attitude towards risk (high vs low risk aversion). It is possible that G��H�� contributors who tend
to di�er along the four problem-solving facets (often gender is an attribute that people who di�er
along these dimensions cluster on) would also interpret the di�erent signals di�erently. For example,
the two quotes above suggest potential di�erences in interpretation of signals depending on one’s
self-e�cacy level. This suggests that future work could take individual di�erences in problem-
solving style into account when developing new signals, to better account for how contributors
might interpret the same signals di�erently, e.g., using the GenderMag [12] process.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we used mixed methods to explore how open-source contributors decide whether or
not to recommend submitting pull requests to di�erent open-source projects based on the signals
available on the project’s G��H�� webpage. Qualitatively, we interviewed 15 G��H�� contributors
about their project selection process and the signals used to inform this decision. Quantitatively, we
estimated two logistic regression models using trace data from 9,977 G��H�� projects, to validate
each identi�ed signal from the interviews.

Among our main �ndings, we highlight that contributors make inferences based on a multitude
of signals, including how actively maintained and popular the project currently is, the friendliness
and responsiveness of the maintainers in issue and pull request discussions, the availability of issue
and pull request templates and issue labels, and a well-structured and thorough README which
includes contributing guidelines. However, not all these signals are currently easily observable, e.g.,
inferring the welcomeness and responsiveness of project maintainers involves multiple steps.
This work has direct implications for open-source maintainers and the design of social coding

environments: both sets of stakeholders could focus on developing reliable new signals for the less
readily observable project qualities we identi�ed as important. Ultimately, these signals could help
direct contributor e�ort to open-source projects where this e�ort is most needed, contributing to
the sustainability of open-source ecosystems as a whole.
A notable limitation of our study as a whole is that controlling for topic (all projects used in

the interviews are front-end-related JavaScript projects) makes it impossible to determine how
important topic was compared to the identi�ed signals. Future work should explore alternative
research designs. Future work should also consider re�ning our operationalizations and replicating
these �ndings on other projects that are not part of npm.
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APPENDIX

Table 5. Summary statistics for the variables in Table 3.

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Min Median Max

Has any new contributors 0.36 0.48 0 0 1
Has �rst-time-GH contributors 0.09 0.28 0 0 1
Has external committers 0.28 0.45 0 0 1
Project age 1, 334.66 538.95 571 1, 214 3, 830
Num issues 105.45 404.52 0 22 13, 198
Has website 0.35 0.48 0 0 1
Num headers 11.09 10.78 1 8 262
Has contact info 0.14 0.35 0 0 1
Has contrib 0.22 0.41 0 0 1
Has badges 0.57 0.50 0 1 1
Has labels 0.53 0.50 0 1 1
Has template 0.03 0.17 0 0 1
Num recent commits 32.86 173.44 1 6 10, 087
Is fast 0.25 0.43 0 0 1
Num stars 593.95 2, 464.59 0 72 70, 266
Is impolite 0.16 0.37 0 0 1

Table 6. VIF multicollinearity test values for the variables in Table 3.

Any new contributors GH �rst-timers only

Has external committers 1.48 1.67
Project age (log) 1.22 1.28
Num issues (log) 2.50 3.33
Has website 1.14 1.18
Num headers (log) 1.06 1.06
Has contact info 1.06 1.09
Has contrib 1.13 1.22
Has badges 1.05 1.07
Has labels 1.13 1.25
Has template 1.04 1.09
Num recent commits (log) 1.48 1.77
Is fast 1.01 1.01
Num stars (log) 2.08 2.45
Is impolite 1.03 1.03
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